A few words to say...
For the 4th time, Globala Kronoberg arranged a youth exchange with a focus on Outdoor
Activities, Go Out Be In. 2016 the partners were from Hungary (Fiatalok a Vidékért Egyesület),
Cyprus (Neolea gia Antallagi kai Katanoisi), Spain (ADEGUA) & Armenia (International Center
for Intercultural Research, Learning and Dialogue). Some of the main goals with the exchange
was to promote group games, team building and outdoor experiences. Each of the days in
the project have different focuses regarding the outdoors and physical activities.
The MediaGroup‘s purpose was to give all the participants a memory to take home from Sweden, and it took the form of this book.
Best Wishes from the MediaGroup
Anna, Julianne, Anouk, Balázs, Márton, Giannis, Kosta, Kamilla & Maria
Under the supervision of Laura & Amanda.

« I truly believe that all experience gained in the youth exchange will improve my personality
in the way I perceive nature. Socrates once said that everybody should feel like “A citizen of the
world”. After this exchange I recommend every one of us to live by this phrase. »
U NKNO WN PA RT I C I PANT

D a y 1 / T uesday, 1 9 th July 2 0 1 6

Get-To-Know & Team-Building

We had a workshop about learning methods, comfort zones, personality
types, being outside and inside of our comfort zone and we also learned
about leadership. We’ve made group activities to learn the power and the
capacities of the group.
We learned about Globala Kronoberg, we had reflective discussion and we
talked about the House Rules.
We made posters answering what sports meant to us.
We also had a Interactive presentation of Swedish culture throughout a
quiz game and some small competitions. After dinner we had an activity
where we were supposed to find out each other‘s passions.
What we learned: We learned about the importance of team spirit, team
work, learning, how to be a supportive leader, where to get motivation to
learn and different ways of supporting people.
Gossip:
We turned on the sauna & it did not work
Kosta has an extensive collection of snow globes

Menu Of The Day
LUNCH
Hungarian Lecsò
with rice and sausages
DINNER
Couscous & Chicken
with garlic and vegetables

Dicionary
swedish

SPANISH

Hej

Hello

Una pechá

A lot of something

God Morgon

Good Morning

Llover a cántaros

Raining a lot

Ha en trevlig dag!

Have A Nice Day

Estas cañón

You are very sexy

Jag heter …

My name is…

Repeluz

I get goosebumps

Jag kommer från ...

I am from...

Ir follao

Go quickly

Jag älskar dig

I love you

Tajá

You are drunk

Fika

A break for coffee and
cake at anytime of the
day

Café manchado

Coffee with one drop of
milk

descuajeringado

Lagom

Just perfect, not too little
and not too much

It’s broken in a lot of
pieces

ARMENIAN

HUNGARIAN

Barev

Hello

Jó Reggelt

Good morning

Bari luys

Good morning

Jó estét

Good night

Vonts es?

How are you?

Egészségére

Cheers

Inch ka chka?

What’s up?

Köszönöm

Thank you

Jigyar jan

My liver!

Szia

Hi

Es sirum em qez

I love you

A nevem ...

My name is...

GREEK / CYPRIOT
καλημέρα

Kalimera

Good morning

γαμάτο

Gamato

Awesome

καληνύχτα

Kalinichta

Good Night

πολύ καλά

Poli Kala

Very Good

Τι κάμνεις;

Ti kamnis

How are you?

Αγαπώ σε

Agapose

I love you

Φιλούθκια

Filouthkia

Kisses

Πονηστίτζι

Ponistitzi

Someone who is hungry
“for” food or any other
basic need

D ay 2 / W ednesday, 2 0 th July 2 0 1 6

Nature & Environment
« Being in silence, sitting in a
circle, listening to the sounds of
nature, thinking about life
is habits that we should include
in our lifes.»
UNK NO W N PAR TICIPAN T

Menu Of The Day
LUNCH
Soup and Couscous
DINNER
Pasta Bolognese

We started with an energizer by Sofia & Rafaél. Felix, representing the
scout, organised a couple of workshop (e.g. about trust, reflection, nature,
water usage) next to the lake. We also had the opportunity to draw our lest
outdoor activity. There to draw our best outdoor activity. There were four
workshops in total:
1. 1 minute silence in the forest
2. Being blindfolded and recognizing trees
3. Fitting into a spider web
4. Getting insight into how much water we use
These exercises should show how we can use nature for our personal
development. In the afternoon we had an energizer by Sargis and Lydia. Afterwards we had to figure out where productspresented on the table came
from. It was named “tracking your food”. We had to pin down the route the
food travelled.
Then we went into the woods to make land art without interfering with the
nature. We could only use things we found in the forest.
At the end we made a group photo with us wearing a funny hairstyle using
elements of the forest. At the cultural evening we had a Spanish quiz where
the winners received little bottles of Spanish olive oil. We had an opportunity to listen to Armenian poetry to see Spanish flamenco, play an Armenian
folk dance of birds.
What we learned:
Gained knowledge on diverse reflection methods to be aware of the nature
around us, working in small groups, listening to each other, trust, insight
into water usage, use nature as an temporary impression tool

D ay 3 / T hursday, 2 1 st July 2 0 1 6

Sports & Health
Menu Of The Day
LUNCH
Wraps
DINNER
BBQ

We woke up and had an Armenian breakfast with rose marmalade and
mint tea. Our energizer was a tictactoe game with bananas and flip-flops.
After we walked to the lake and met our Swedish canoe instructor, Klaas,
who gave us safely instructions about this sport.
We took our life vests and in couples we started the canoeing to the beach.
It didn’t go too easy for everyone but after one hour we arrived safely.
We had a cold lunch with wraps made by ourselves and after we had a little
group activity and a free siesta on the beach! We had nice weather all the
day, fortunately not too sunny.
Julianne and Kamilla were the fastest to arrive so they had a chance to speak with a nice local woman who dos yoga on a surf desk.
In the evening after the BBQ we had the Cypriot and the Hungarian Cultural
night. The Cypriots prepared a theather play about their general behaviour
at home in their families. So we learned how much the typical mothers
of Cyprus care about their children. After, they made a little presentation
about Cyprus and it’s history. The Hungarian team made a quiz about their
country and for allthe good answers, the groups got a typical hungarian
chocolate.
What we learned: The importance of working together in the canoes,
having good teamwork, communication and trust will make the canoe go
faster. We enjoyed the day and the nature a lot, we were in an amazing enviorment. The water seemed black, sometimes red and sometimes orange.
The green and the blue colors were more than a million shades.

« I was impressed by an old
lady, with her dog with the
special swimsuit.
I really enjoyed it. »
M I GUE L

Fun fact: Sausage, salami and Cypriot sweets.
The final competition was that five people should keep a little hungarian
chilli pepper on their tounge. The one who kept it for the longest time won
a hungarian notebook. The team who had the best answers in the quiz won
a handmade hungarian tablecloth. After that we all danced Cypriot and
Hungarian dances.

D a y 4 / Friday, 2 2 nd July 2 0 1 6

Urban Challenges
In the morning we went to the city
by bus. In Växjö there were tasks
for the four mixed groups. The first
task was about getting to know
the city. After the city rally we had
to exchange insignificant items
with people whom we found in the
streets of Växjö. We had to make
selfies to prove all the exchanges
that were made. We had falafel for
lunch at Linnéparken. And after that
we had freetime to buy souvenirs.
In the afternoon we had an activity
in which we had to do different acts
of kindness in the city centre. Such
as saying compliments to stranger,
sharing kind messages around the
city and just hug people. We had to make videos of all the acts that we did. Afterwards we went together to the SIP
office to edit the videos, organize the travel reimbursment and then we had pizza for dinner. After the dinner, we
went to the city center to get some impressions about the nightlife of Växjö.

Menu Of The Day

What we learned: How Swedish people act when we are trying to be kind to
them. Being kind to others can get us into some fun situations.

LUNCH
Falafel
DINNER
Pizza

« It was inspiring that people from all over the world worked together, collaborated,
showed their ideas, stories and now new friendships are emerging. »
ZO L T ÁN

D a y 5 / S a t u r d ay, 23r d Ju ly 201 6

Cultural Diversity

« Today I climbed a tree during the activities.
I felt the connection with the nature. »
N AMHF ON

Menu Of The Day
LUNCH
Hamburgers
DINNER
Risotto

Today we learned about cultural differences and how to place ourselfs in
the hierarcy. Then we all got a new personality and we had to stand in a
line. Amanda read statements and if it was true, you took a step forward,
if not, then a step backwards. In the end we had to say how to change our
status. After lunch, we had a siesta at the lake. After that we had a game in
which we had to decide who we want to help first in an emergency. The last
task was about our hopes and fears in the world.
What we learned: Communicating without words, and trying to find out our
role in the hierarcy. What kind of likely/unlikely hopes and fears do we have
in the world, for example a World War III or to stop rasicm. Can we make
the right decisions while lacking in information?

« In general I could integrate these activities to involve reflection in my daily life in order to
think about the future and the way I act towards the environment around me. »
ZÓ L T AN

One week‘s experiences gathered in one book, please make the next one
shorter because it took so many hours of our valuable time to finish
this memory book!
We hope that you will appreciate the work of our media group.
For us this week was an amazing experience and it was nice to meet
you all :)
Globala Kronoberg
(Amanda, Laura, Joana, Sara, Giulia, Natasa, Miguel, Carla, Gabriella & Haruno)

